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ABSTRACT 

Information and communication technology is advancing rapidly and the world community has undergone a 

fundamental changes. Activities, jobs, skills, cultures, needs and have changed and been affected by this 

technology. Entrepreneurship is undoubtedly a major contribution and has had a special role in the 

development of these technologies; however, these technologies also have an impact on entrepreneurship and 

have created a sense of modern entrepreneurship. In this context, information and communication are two 

basic tools needed for entrepreneurial activity. Nowadays information technology has spread widely in society 

and is integrated into all aspects of life. Entrepreneurial is process of creating something new, with time and 

effort and financial, psychological and social risks to obtain financial resources, job satisfaction and 

independence. In fact, information technology is considered as the engine driving wheel to move while 

employment caused growth and dynamism in economy and create a new kind of economic called the 

knowledge-based economy. The purpose of this paper is review of information technology and emphasizes the 

role of entrepreneurial as one of the solutions to unemployment and entrepreneurship in communities that the 

vast majority of young people despite having the talent and enough energy still suffer from the problem of 

unemployment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Business enterprise is a marvel of enormous societal significance, and it is very fitting that in the globalization 

time, especially, when we are talking about migration. Inward and outside data and correspondence forms at 

undertakings crosswise over pretty much every industry area have been progressively bolstered by electronic 

data advances. The crucial points of interest of such advancements protect that this pattern will proceed later 

on. The steady improvement of innovation in the going with Net Economy has impacted different potential 

outcomes for creating inventive business ideas dependent on electronic data and correspondence arranges and 

understanding these by setting up another organization (e-adventures). Against this foundation, the term ‘e-

business enterprise’ portrays the demonstration of building up new organizations explicitly in the Net 

Economy. 

 

An entrepreneur is an owner or manager of business enterprise who makes money through risk and initiative. 

"Netpreneurship" is the ability to run a business on the Internet. It requires just the "Connectivity". A 

Netpreneur, as long as he/she has a service which the market requires can set up a viable business with his 

"Intellectual Capital" as the main input and the "Connectivity Infrastructure" as the only physical input. 

Internet is perhaps the greatest revolution in science and technology that our generation can imagine. It has 

brought in many benefits to the society, cultural, economical and political. The Netpreneur is a premium 

member in the Community and provides service to the community including employment. 

 

Entrepreneurship versus e-Entrepreneurship 

An enterprise comprise on the way toward making something new and expecting the dangers and prizes, e-

Entrepreneurship will comprise on making proprietor business action on web in some territory portrayed in to 

sell or capable an administration something just on the web, for example, email administration DVDs, 
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including rental and Books, Computers, T-shirts, Cell telephones, Magazine membership, Software, and so 

forth. e-Entrepreneurship in US: As example of e-entrepreneurship in US we have, for example as cases, 

Google.com, eBay.com, yahoo.com, amazon.com, etc. e-bay and Google. 

  

e-Entrepreneurship  

Web is may be the best unrest in science and innovation that our age can envision. It has acquired numerous 

advantages to the general public social, conservative and political. It is in light of a legitimate concern for the 

general public that the advantages which the Internet innovation guarantees ought to be bridled to the 

improvement of the general public. One of the most significant parts of Internet is its capacity to interface 

individuals through the correspondence organize regardless of their physical area. The advantage streaming 

out of this is the capacity to realize a coordinated effort of individuals for a typical errand without physically 

uniting them into an office. Virtual workplaces are along these lines a truth of the day. 

 

Netpreneurs-The Building Block of a Digital Society 

The Netpreneur is a premium member in the community. He/she gives administration to the network 

including business. To the degree he gives benefits outside the network, he/she adds riches to the network by 

his Export action. He/she is an individual along these lines who should be supported by the Community for its 

very own advantage. More the Netpreneurs in the general public, better it is for the network. Similarly as 

Atoms mean particles and particles indicate components with different properties. Netpreneurs indicate 

construct other higher worth included monetary units in the general public either opining hands with other 

comparable Netpreneurs or with other Brick and Mortar elements. Thriving springs when a situation is made 

where such Netpreneurs prosper, go into commonly useful organizations and appreciate the advantages of a 

connected society. 

 

"Netpreneurship" is the capacity to maintain a business on the Internet. It requires only the "Availability". A 

Netpreneur, as long as he has an administration which the market requires can set up a reasonable business 

with his/her "Scholarly Capital" as the primary info and the "Availability Infrastructure" as the main physical 

information. A Netpreneur can be an independently employed individual or one who transcendently utilizes a 

few virtual representatives. Those Netpreneurs who can manage the cost of their own PC and interface with 

the Internet and carry on business can be known as the Self Employed Netpreneurs (SENs). Those 

Netpreneurs who have more assets and connect with "Workers" either for physical world administrations, for 

example, advertising, request fulfillment and so forth yet carry on the fundamental business exercises on the 

Virtual Environment, are the Small office and Home Office (SOHO) foundations.  

 

For comfort of definition, it might be important to characterize the extent of such foundations. Any Computer 

system of fewer than 5 Computers as a SOHO (Small office and Home Office) Computer arrange. Expanding 

a similar definition, any business with 5 or less number of physical workers can be characterized as SOHOs. 

Bigger foundations including Call focuses and Medical Transcription units and so on fall into its classification 

empowered Service Establishments past the restricted extent of SOHOs. These greater units have their very 

own quality and are outside the extent of present dialog. A venture can't go littler than one single individual to 

be specific the "Business visionary". In this sense, the "Netpreneur" resembles the littlest structure hinder in 

the "Business Network". He resembles the "Molecule" which is the structure square of the physical world. His 

scholarly capacity is the core and the Electrons are the components of availability. Greater the nuclear weight 

more is the vitality capability of the unit.  

 

SOHO (Small office and Home Office) Service Providers 

While a run of the mill Self Employed Netpreneur possesses his own base framework of a Computer 

associated with the Internet, at the smaller scale level, a Netpreneur can likewise maintain his business from a 
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"Digital Cafe" with shared offices. It is in this feeling the "Digital Cafes" are really "Business Enablers" and 

have an extraordinary task to carry out as "E-Bridge Centers" in an economy shy of Money Capital. The 

Cyber Cafes just as Service Integrators (e.g.: SOHO Network India) who examine the administrations of the 

Netpreneurs fall into a different layer of second level specialty units who are specialist organizations to the 

Virtual Employees, Netpreneurs and SOHO players. Due to this immediate relationship, these SOHO (Small 

office and Home Office) Service suppliers additionally have a place with the business encompassing 

Netpreneurship.  

In a general public like India kept from Money Capital yet wealthy in Intellectual Capital, it is vital to support 

the general public to bridle the individual Netpreneurship through conglomeration. Such a collected substance 

will have economies of scale other than the quality of assorted recourses. The general public along these lines 

needs to support the SOHO business in whatever way fundamental.  

Taking the case of ongoing discussion encompassing SOHO net organization which is spend significant time 

in disseminating work for SOHOs, it is obvious that if the SOHO business needs to bloom, there must be a 

system by which the energies in the business are appropriately channelized. Without inferring anything to the 

instance of SOHO net India in which Naavi.com is working for a friendly goals of contention, it is clear that 

there could be business elements that may use the open door accessible for remote business advancement 

furthering their potential benefit and purposely misuse Virtual Employees and even cheat people in general.  

 

There is additionally a probability that a business effectively thought out and keeps running with enthusiasm 

and great confidence may come up short for some reasons outside the ability to control of the business 

visionary. In such cases, all the influenced people would at first sight feel that they have been conned while 

they may really be casualties of conditions.  

 

This sentiment of "having been duped" gets emphasized when notwithstanding introductory business mishaps 

the great business visionary attempts to repair things without taking others in to certainty and continues 

expanding the dangers with the expectation that it would satisfy at last. Some place his computations turn out 

badly and after that looking back each outcast will arrive at the resolution that the business person even in the 

wake of losing any desire for resuscitating the business continued giving false guarantees and in this manner 

deceived people in general. Numerous such well meaning organizations endure in light of the strange 

activities of Bankers or Venture industrialists who desert the task midstream and make an emergency. At last 

the business visionaries of such endeavors are lost to the general public and those from open who put 

resources into such organizations lose their ventures.  

 

On the two records, the general public endures that this experience isn't new in India and we have seen 

NBFCs, Teak Companies and Capital market ward Corporatist enduring because of this disorder of "Mid 

Stream Desertion by Capital Suppliers". In specific cases, the administrative framework intended to ensure the 

open are themselves reasons for such destructions.  

 

The jobs of RBI (Reserve Bank of India) in NBFC (Non Banking Financial Corporation) guideline and SEBI 

(Security Exchange Board of India) in Primary Capital market guideline are instances of such "Industry down 

Trend Due to Regulation". Indeed, even in the Cyber Law zone, it is featuring how forceful compatibility of 

Intellectual Property rights has been hurtful to the Cyber Society. 

 

Current and future trends in entrepreneurship  

In virtual workplace, any person with a Computer associated with the Internet can be a piece of a worldwide 

office as though he is sitting alongside his partners in the workplace. This can be known as the idea of 

“Virtual Employment". Virtual representatives can utilize their aptitudes, for example, "Web Designing", 

"Altering", "Instructing" and numerous different resources for and in the interest of a Virtual Employer. 
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Correspondingly, a solitary Computer proprietor can connect with the entire universe of Consumers and work 

with them. This has given a lift to the idea of “Netpreneurship". 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

The hugest impact on a person's choice to turn into a business visionary is working environment peers and the 

social piece of the work environment. The capacity of business visionaries to enhance identifies with inborn 

characteristics, for example, extroversion and a proclivity for hazard taking.  

 

Schumpeter (1934), the capacities of advancing, presenting new advances, expanding effectiveness and 

profitability, or creating new items or administrations, is attributes of business people. Business visionaries 

are impetuses for monetary change. Research has observed business people to be profoundly imaginative with 

an inclination to envision new arrangements by discovering open doors for benefit or reward. There is an 

intricacy and absence of union between research thinks about that investigate the attributes and character 

qualities of, and impacts on, the business person. Most investigations, notwithstanding, concur that there are 

sure pioneering qualities and natural impacts that will in general be reliable. Albeit certain innovative 

attributes are required, pioneering practices are dynamic and impacted by natural variables.  

 

Shane and Venkataraman (2000) contend the business visionary is exclusively worried about circumstance 

acknowledgment and abuse; despite the fact that, the open door that is perceived relies upon the kind of 

business person which Ucbasaran et al. (2001) contend there are a wide range of sorts subject to their business 

and individual conditions. In any case, it ought to likewise be noticed that there are approaches that show up 

very basic against valorized originations of business visionaries.  

For instance, there are sees that credit relevant originations to academic biases, for example, ridiculously 

voluntaristic previously established inclinations on how a "typical" monetary specialist should act (Ramoglou, 

2011; Gartner, 20S01). Mental investigations demonstrate that the mental penchants for male and female 

business visionaries are more comparable than various. Seen sex contrasts might be expected more to sexual 

orientation stereotyping. There is a developing assortment of work that demonstrates that pioneering conduct 

is subject to social and monetary elements. For instance, nations which have solid and differentiated work 

markets or more grounded security nets demonstrate a more positive proportion of chance driven as opposed 

to need driven ladies business people. Experimental investigations propose that men business people have 

solid arranging aptitudes and agreement shaping capacities. 

 

3. THE METHODOLOGY AND MODEL  

This research is based on a qualitative study and the purpose is applied research. Indicators of research quality 

such as purposefully selected sample, the use of multiple methods such as interviews and research 

partnerships in the learning management system to collect information and use categories and simplification 

to analysis of data has been used.    

 

This paper is aimed to refer the theme “e- Entrepreneurship” having as reference companies that operate only 

on internet. It is quite evident that we are on knowledge era and those who are desirous of becoming an e-

entrepreneur need to do a lot of exercise prior to venturing into online business. Because, online business 

requires systematic and in-depth studies as our entrepreneurs have to administer their companies in different 

virtual places, having different customers, suppliers and competitors. 
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Conceptual Model 

 

Fig.1: ICT infra structure and its interaction with other sectors 

The following conceptual model can express a corner of topics in society that has all these elements together 

and no one else is removed .These factors can easily cause dramatic changes in the entrepreneurship. It should 

be noted, the greater the amount of information and communication in a society we will have more 

opportunities for each of the specific issues related to IT. 

 

4. THE FINDINGS 

There is an assortment of jobs for the Internet in the marketable strategies inspected in this investigation. One 

gathering of plans demonstrated a focal and fundamental job for the Internet in the organizations that were 

being proposed. The Internet gave one of a kind capacity, for example, to gather information and convey 

reports to clients, and convey amusement and game substance. The business thought was in light of Internet 

usefulness, regularly with novel and imaginative business ideas, and could not exist without this usefulness. 

Another job was to utilize the Internet in a help job.  

 

This gathering of strategic agreements utilized the Internet to give alluring capacity to the business thought, 

for example, publicizing, or association with clients and providers. For this gathering, the business thought 

could remain alone without Internet usefulness, and was frequently founded on customary business thoughts, 

for example, retail shop fronts for items, for example, endowments and toys. A third gathering of field-tested 

strategies had no expressed job for the Internet.  

The percent of plans that consolidated an Internet segment differed significantly by industry/business 

classification, showing that a few ventures and organizations are seen by business visionaries as having 

normal fondness for joining of an Internet business part (PC programming), while others (development, 

vitality) demonstrated little intrigue or familiarity with how the innovation may be utilized.  

 

Of the five income type gatherings (commission, exchange expense, membership charge publicizing, deals 

and rentals), the commission gathering had the most astounding mean of centrality of the Internet to the 

marketable strategy, pursued intently by membership and exchange expense gatherings. The deals and rentals 

gathering had both the most reduced mean centrality, and the least modernity, of the five gatherings. The 

plans in the exchange charge gathering had the most elevated specialized refinement in the utilization of the 

Internet.  

 

For those business people who fused a significant Internet part in their arrangements, the meetings uncovered 

that few elements may have prompted the attention to the potential commitment of the Internet, for example, 

past IT instruction, business experience including IT, or on the other hand an individual enthusiasm for PCs. 

Conventional business consultants, for example, bookkeepers and legal counselors outside the real urban 

areas, were depicted as having next to no mastery or impact regarding the imminent job that the Internet could 

play in business thoughts. Because of that as it may, where accessible, new pursuit sustaining systems, for 

example, hatcheries, organizing gatherings with fruitful business people, and presentation to innovation ability 
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through the coaching projects of the marketable strategy rivalry, were seen to be useful in the improvement of 

business thoughts. 

 

Hypothesis based Typologies  

Ongoing advances in business enterprise research show that the distinctions in business people and 

heterogeneity in their practices and activities can be followed back to their organizer's character. For example, 

Fauchart and Gruber (2011, Academy of Management Journal) have as of late demonstrated that - in light of 

social personality hypothesis - three primary kinds of business people can be recognized: Darwinians, 

Communitarians and Missionaries. These kinds of originators not just separate in crucial routes as far as their 

self sees and their social inspirations in business, yet in addition connect reasonably diversely in new firm 

creation. 

 

Suggestions to improve the System 

 Every State should recognize that Internet based business networking is a good business model having 

a potential to harness the individual Computer based skills of the members of the society and provide 

an "Employment Opportunity" to many of them. In order to ensure that the industry is not spoiled by a 

few scam sters, there is a need for some kind of regulation which is skewed more towards "Voluntary 

Compliance" rather than being “Restrictive". 

 

 It is therefore suggested that at every State Government level, the Department of Labour and 

Employment should create a "Netpreneurship Cell" or "e-Entrepreneurship Development Cell", 

(EEDC) which would work as an apex monitoring body of the scheme for development of 

Netpreneurship for public good. ( If the State Government so decides, it can be under the IT 

department or Small Industry department or even a separate department for E-Governance such as the 

one created by the Karnataka Government.) 

 

 This EEDC will provide a voluntary "Registration Facility" for different categories of people who 

would like to participate in the IT based SOHO industry. The categories would be: 

 Virtual (VES) 

 Self (SENs)the India, a Employment, Employed Seekers, Netpreneurs 

 SOHO business units (Units with less than 5 work units engaged in any IT related business). Small 

Cyber Cafes may also fall in this category. 

 SOHO Service Providers who use the VES/SENs in aggregation. (Large Cyber Cafes will also fall 

under this category) 

 The Cell should develop "Good Business Practices" for each of these stakeholders in the industry for 

voluntary compliance. (On the lines of what has been suggested for Cyber Cafes working as E-Bridge 

Centers). 

 Provisional Registration should be open to any stake holder who subjects himself voluntarily to the 

suggested norms. 

 Provisional Registration should be converted into "Accreditation" after some checks and inspections 

that may be prescribed on a periodical basis. 

 Similar Netpreneurship Cells developed in different States should form a "Federation" and exchange 

their experiences. 

 The Government can look at passing on any IT related business to this network on a priority basis to 

support such a voluntary work force of self employed Netpreneurs. 

These "Accredited Netpreneurs" will be the building blocks of the era of IT Based Home enterprise in the 

Country. This project of building such a network should be an E-Governance Project for the Department of 

Labor and Employment in each State. 
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5.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Each business in this world is conceived out of Entrepreneurship. Enterprise has been the growing ground for 

different disclosures, creations, developments, items and procedures. Netpreneurs signify fabricate other 

higher worth included monetary units in the general public either holding hands with other comparative 

Netpreneurs or with other Brick and Mortar substances. Success springs when a situation is made where such 

Netpreneurs prosper, go into commonly advantageous associations and appreciate the advantages of a 

connected society. It will be first of its sort on the planet went for composed improvement of the genuine 

advantages that the Internet offers as a business open door for the Community. 
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